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PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
Hello Tritons,
The diving season is now quickly drawing to a close but you still have time to get in one or two final dives.
On October 2nd you can dive Lake Geneva (TIC Jim Hynan) and on October 3rd you can join the Illinois
Council group at Haigh Quarry for the Pumpkin Carving (TIC Pam AKA the Editor Romund). So haul out
that gear for one final dunking.
With the dive season over, there are still going to be many events going on with your club. You will have
the opportunity to socialize with fellow members as well as helping others in need by volunteering for the
Greater Chicago Food Depository event. Check out the Events Calendar in this issue and start making you
plans for the rest of this year. And, just as important, be sure to attend our business meetings.
Remember, it is you, the members, who make this club work.
Our final $20 gift certificate drawings for Giuseppe’s will be in October and November but you must be
present to win. So, plan on being there this month. I know I will.
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Good Diving to All, Randy
President – Randy Skiba
Vice-President – Mike Leibovtiz
Secretary – Pam Romund
Treasurer – David Gross
First Director – Dave O’Malley
Second Director – Jackie Heirbaut

COMMITTEE CHAIRS
Audit –Dianna Skiba
By Laws & Rules – Gary Duszak
Entertainment – Dave Vemmer
Equipment & Safety – S. Leibovitz
Events – Dave Vemmer
Membership – Adolph Habich
Merchandise – Pam Romund
Nominating – Appointed in Fall
Publicity/Web Site –Mike Leibovitz
Director of Training – Rich Schak
Editor of the Trib – Pam Romund
Illinois Council Delegates – Chuck
& Margo Miller

DAN SPONSOR #29362
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MEMBERSHIP REPORT
September, 2010

Congratulations to Angi McKeon, she was voted in to full
membership at the August meeting.
Up for vote at the September meeting will be Lea Hotten
Dives
Steve Leibovitz Haigh Quarry 6/6/2010
Michael Leibovitz Lake Michigan (Prince William) 8/21/2010
Many meetings & social events including 5/16/2010 5/25/2010
7/27/2010 & 8/24/2010.
Our current membership is:
71 full members 5 associate members
TOTAL
76 members
Adolph Habich - Membership Committee
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SEPTEMBER ENTERTAINMENT
The entertainment at the September meeting will be a video by Jim
and Pat Stayer, Maldives Evening. The Stayers run Out of the Blue
Productions and are regular presenters at Our World Underwater as
well as many other SCUBA shows and underwater film festivals
around the US and Canada.
The video gives some general information on the Maldives and the
diverse and mass quantities of fish that can be found there. There
is a sequence of a mass Manta Ray feeding where they are joined
by a whale shark, unbelievable!! This one shouldn’t be missed!
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TRITON 2010 EVENTS CALENDAR
September, 2010
Sunday, 9/19

Bike Tour & Lunch

Adolph Habich (AHabich@aol.com)

Tuesday, 9/28

Business Meeting

Giuseppe's Restaurant - 7:30 PM
1062 Lee St, Des Plaines, Illinois, 60016

October, 2010
Saturday, 10/2

Lake Geneva, WI Dive

Jim Hynan 847-967-1738 or jhynan74@gmail.com

Sunday, 10/3
Tuesday, 10/12

Underwater Pumpkin
Carving – Haigh Quarry
Triton Trib Deadline

Illinois Council, Tritons Hosting
Pam Romund 847-698-5490 or promund@kraft.com
Pam Romund 847-698-5490 or promund@kraft.com

Tuesday, 10/26

Business Meeting

Giuseppe's Restaurant - 7:30 PM
1062 Lee St, Des Plaines, Illinois, 60016

HTU

UTH

HTU

UTH

November, 2010
Tuesday, 11/9

Triton Trib Deadline

Pam Romund 847-698-5490 or promund@kraft.com

Sunday, 11/14

Wine Tasting and Dinner

Pam Romund 847-698-5490 or promund@kraft.com

Tuesday, 11/24

Business Meeting –
Triton Photo & Video
Show
Wonderland Express
Holiday Lights Festival

Giuseppe's Restaurant - 7:30 PM
1062 Lee St, Des Plaines, Illinois, 60016
Send your photos/video to Dave Vemmer for the show
Scott Reimer
Held at the Chicago Botanic Gardens

Saturday, 11/27

HTU

UTH

HTU

UTH

December, 2010
Saturday, 12/4

Holiday Party

Board of Directors

*Saturday,

Community Service
Great Chicago Food
Depository
Triton Trib Deadline

Jim Hynan 847-967-1738 or jhynan74@gmail.com
1:30 PM – Only can take 15!

12/11
Tuesday, 12/14

Pam Romund 847-698-5490 or promund@kraft.com
HTU

UTH

* Note Date Change
We have drafted next year’s calendar, please take the time to look it over. The membership will on vote upon at it
the September business meeting. If you have an idea for any new events or want to volunteer to run one next
year please contact Dave at DCVemmer@comcast.net!
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BUSINESS MEETING MINUTES
If any member would like a copy of the business meeting minutes to review please send a note to Pam
Romund (promund@kraft.com) and she will email them to you before the meeting. Thanks
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NEW PROMPTNESS PAYS REALLY PAYS!!!
At the May meeting we began offering some great new prizes for Promptness Pays. The lucky winner of
the $20.00 gift certificate to Giuseppe's at the August meeting was Loukia Verhage. Congrats Loukia!!
Come on out 7:30 PM to on September 28 to catch up with old friends. You could be a winner!
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NEED YOUR PHOTOS & VIDEOS
We did this last year and it was a resounding success we are looking for your best!.
The club is full of talented photographers and we would like to showcase your work.
Pick your favorite 6 to 8 photos or short snippets of video and send on to Dave
Vemmer, DCVemmer@comcast.net. He will be compiling them for presentation at the
November meeting.
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REPORT FROM THE WILLIE DIVE OF AUGUST 21st
Nine hearty Tritons made our first club-sponsored dive on the Prins Willem near
Milwaukee in 2 years, it was a dive day with great conditions. Other Tritons
missed the boat, literally. The lake was very flat, we had lots of room on the good
ship Len-Der with only 2 other divers on board (from Jerry Guyer’s dive club). It
was great to see the Willie again, my favorite Great Lakes wreck. We had
about 25 foot visibility, Jim Etherton’s Memorial Plaque (re-created by Joe
Leibovitz a few years ago) still hangs proud. The water temp made coffee
unnecessary for most, but it was still adequate. We had a leisurely 2 PM
shove-off. I am glad to report that we had 2 first-time Willie divers in Lee
Ann Hotton and Brian Clarke. It was Associate Ron Levin’s first Willie Dive
with the club (he had been on it before), it was a pleasure diving with him.
Those who missed it should look for the opportunity next year – it will be there.
TIC: Jim Hynan
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COME DIVE LAKE GENEVA!!
SATURDAY OCTOBER 2nd

There is still room for several more divers on our last local charter dive of
the year. I promise warmer waters (although you will still need a 7 mil
wetsuit) and good weather. We meet at a reasonable hour (10 AM) in
Williams Bay on the north shore of Lake Geneva and go do a 2-tank dive.
There isn’t an easier dive from a charter boat. We tie off in about 20 feet
of water and go look for treasures left from boating seasons past. Some
of us also clean up the lake a little. After diving we adjourn to the house
for warm food, dessert, walks to the lake and watching college football on
TV. Costs are a whopping $35.00 for Triton members and associates,
$45 for guests.
Our charter service, Divers Delight (Ralph and Tracy Ripple) provide tank
rentals for $7 a tank. Weights are free, unless you donate them to the lake bottom. Each team needs a
flag and float, state law in Wisconsin. Charter Captain Ralph will bring extras for those who have none.
Sign up at or before the September meeting. Directions and other particulars at that time.
Jim Hynan

8100 Foster Ln # 310 Niles IL 60714-1159
Jhynan74@gmail.com
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Many thanks to Jackie Heirbaut for sending this on to our attention.
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MEXICAN INDEPENDENCE DAY
On September 5th, 36 Tritons and guests attended the Tritons Mexican Party to celebrate 5 de Mayo and
Mexican Independence Day
The Guacamole contest was very successful about
12 different ―Guacs‖; our best guacamole prepared
by David Gross ―Mango Guacamole‖
We had an evening of fun!
Food was good and abundant…
Mango Margaritas were good…
Scuba Loteria was fun…
Seahorse racing was pretty funny everybody was
shouting ―andale, andale‖ to their favorite seahorses
Tequila, Cerveza, Frijoles, Bonito, Mariachi and
Uno.
Some of our guests wore Mexican attire and we even had a Border Patrol
agent checking for green cards…
Thank you all for all the dishes you brought and your help to clean up. Special
thanks to Jan O’Malley for all her help with the shopping, cooking and
organizing this event…
Tics: Rosana Vemmer & Jan O’Malley
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LIONFISH TARGETED OFF FLORIDA
A series of culls of invasive lionfish has begun off the coast of Florida. The measure is being taken in
response to concerns that rapidly expanding numbers of venomous Indo-Pacific red lionfish are threatening
indigenous marine life. The lionfish consume both fish and invertebrate species. The problem has been
developing in particular along the USA’s south-eastern seaboard and through the Bahamas and
Caribbean.
Sponsored by Reef Environmental Education Foundation (REEF) and the Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary, the Floridian culls have been organized in the form of diving catch competitions. The first Keys
Lionfish Derby took place just over a week ago off Key Largo. In a one-day event, 27 teams involving more
than 100 divers descended to catch 534 lionfish. The winning team caught 111 lionfish and took away
$1000 for their efforts.
The next Keys Lionfish Derby takes place on 16 October off Marathon. The third is on 13 November, off
Key West. It is hoped that the events and resultant publicity will encourage regular fishing of the lionfish
both by sport divers and by the commercial sector.
This summer the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration launched a campaign, Eat Lionfish. It is
encouraging consumers to increase their consumption of lionfish which, in turn, would spur commercial
harvesting. Cleaned well, the creature’s white meat represents a safe and tasty morsel.
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EQUIPMENT GIVE-AWAY
I am trying to find a new home for the following, in an effort to downsize at my house:
-

Two 8-pound weights (hard lead, not lead shot)
One flag + float (but not a reel)
One weight belt with 10 pounds of lead shot on each hip (total 20 lbs)
One Beuchat 3-mil shorty wetsuit, size Large (never been peed in, of course)

No charge for any of the above, I can bring to September meeting if you want to look or take.
Jim Hynan

8100 Foster Ln # 310 Niles IL 60714-1159

Jhynan74@gmail.com
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ST. EUSTATIUS WARM
WATER TRIP
Come Dive the Caribbean’s
Hidden Treasure
March 19, 2011 to
March 26, 2011
If you are one of those who seek something new and also a break from our cold Chicago winters, this may
be just what you are looking for. Our next warm water trip is going to be to St. Eustatius. Where the heck
is St. Eustatius? I didn’t know until just recently but it is in the Netherland Antilles near Saba and St.
Maarten. From all the reports I have heard this is an island that has some great diving but is not that well
known and thus not dove as much as other areas of the Caribbean. Here is our program for this trip.
Dates: 3/19 to 3/26/2011
Dive Operator: Golden Rock Divers
Hotel: The Old Gin Inn (near the dive shop and just south of the main town area)
What’s Included: garden view or ocean view room, inter island air from St. Maarten, transfers, 7 nights
hotel, taxes, breakfast and 5 days of 2 tank diving. Optional will be a 3rd afternoon dive at an additional fee.
Cost for Ocean view diver package: $1337.00/person based on double occupancy.
Cost of Garden view diver package: $1179.00/person based on double occupancy.
Park Fee: A $20.00/person Marine Park fee will need to be paid on the island and is not included in our
pricing.
Deposit: $150.00/person by check payable to Global Access, Inc. and due at signup.
Final Payment date: 60 days prior to departure. I will be sending out notices to all participants with this
date.
I am currently holding 2 ocean view rooms and 7 garden view rooms. Both ocean view rooms are currently
reserved. I have room for a total of 18 people and 7 spots have already been reserved.
Due to the group air that is included in this package and the airline’s cut off dates, I will need to
have your deposit no later than 10/20/2010 in order to hold both air and a room for you. You will be
responsible for arranging air from Chicago to St. Maarten. Please talk to me before reserving the
air to St. Maarten so that I can be sure your air schedule will work with the air from St. Maarten. I
can also help with the Chicago to St. Maarten air arrangements if you need any help. Currently, the
least expensive air is on USAirways going through Philadelphia.
After 10/20/2010, I will only be able to add you to the group based on availability at the resort plus
you will need to make all of your air connections on your own.
A valid passport is required and I will need your full name as shown on your
passport plus your birthdate. This information is required by the reservation
company for making your inter island airline reservation. Optional trip insurance is
available for $75.00/person but only covers the roundtrip air from St. Maarten
plus the hotel/dive package. See me for details.
If you have any questions or need further information, call or email me.
Randy Skiba
(847) 312-9208 personal cell phone
(224) 392-2131 office
r_skiba@comcast.net
Did you know? 30 Statian blue beads were used by the Dutch to purchase New York's Manhattan Island from the
Indians
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NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC LIVE! PRESENTS

AN EVENING WITH JEAN-MICHEL COUSTEAU
Date: November 2, 2010
Time: 7:30 PM
Location: Field Museum, James Simpson Theater
1400 S. Lake Shore Drive, Chicago, IL
Cost: Single Event Tickets $22 and $24
For more information and to purchase tickets go to:
http://events.nationalgeographic.com/events/speakers/2010/11/02/ocean-adventurechicago/?source=email_nglive

Jean-Michel Cousteau swimming with a sea turtle
Photograph by Carrie Vonderhaar/OFS

Jean-Michel Cousteau

Since the age of seven—when he was ―thrown overboard,‖ scuba gear and all, by
his famous father—Jean-Michel Cousteau has been exploring the ocean realm.
The son of the legendary Jacques Cousteau, Jean-Michel has carried on the family
tradition of ocean exploration and advocacy. An award-winning filmmaker, one of
his documentaries helped persuade President George W. Bush to declare the
Northwest Hawaiian Islands a Marine National Monument.
Most recently, Jean-Michel has written My Father, The Captain: My Life With
Jacques Cousteau, published spring 2010 by National Geographic Books.
Celebrating the centennial of Cousteau’s birth, the biography takes an open and
intimate look at the life Jean-Michel shared with his adventurous father.
Don’t miss this heartfelt tribute to a great pioneer of exploration and conservation, and discover how JeanMichel Cousteau is carrying on his father’s important work.
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RECOVERY IN LAKE MICHIGAN
At sometime on September the 5th a co worker of Joe Leibovitz, Doug, was riding his bike on the break wall
path at North Ave beach and took a unexpected swim, while he got out of the water with no injuries, his
bike went for a dive to the bottom taking with it his cell phone, credit cards, cash, and his house and work
keys. He told the story to co workers when he got to work on Tuesday after the Labor Day weekend.
It is now Friday Sept 10th and Joe calls me on the phone to tell me the story and wants to know what I think
about doing a recovery dive with him on Saturday. I of course am up to the challenge because any excuse
to get in the water is good enough for me.
Saturday morning comes and it is gloomy and rainy in the morning but no real wind, still up for the dive I
get all my gear together and wait for Joe to get to my place. We got down to North Ave beach after picking
up Doug at around 10am. We walked out the break wall path to where he went in to get a idea of how to
get in the water and how deep the water is along with how strong the waves were. After testing the bottom
area by throwing a weight attached to one of our lines in the water, we determined it to be between 10 to
13 feet deep with no large rocks in the area, back to the truck and we geared up. As we are getting geared
up the day starts to bloom into the nice day it became and we make the long walk back.
We made entry into the water doing a giant stride as it was determined that a swim out from the beach
would be longer and also would bring a lot more onlookers and to be honest we were not looking for
attention due to conflicting reports of the legality of diving where we were. Visibility was 1 to 2 feet at best
as I lost sight of Joe on descent for about 10 seconds. We both found each other quickly under water and
tried to do a quick search for the bike on a free swim of the area but with the small current and the low
visibility it was next to impossible to stay together and also do a good search. We determined that we
should use our ropes and tie off to each other and while Joe stayed close to the wall I would be about 8 ft
away from him swimming in the same direction while the rope was allowed to kind of drag the area in
between us.
After searching the area going west towards the shore line we
decided to turn around and search the area east, after about
another 5 minutes of searching we found our target. The bike
with no damage, and only the start of being covered with some
algae and a couple zebra mussels was found along with all the
contents of the storage pack. We then tied our ropes to the bike
and threw them up to Doug so he could retrieve it by pulling it
up. There happened to be some very nice people on the path
that happened by when we surfaced and took some pictures of
us as we came up and after we got to shore, they were kind
enough to email the pictures to us. As for Joe and I we were
treated to a great lunch at one of the local Pubs in the Lincoln Park area. This was more than enough for
us as the thrill of actually finding the bike after 1 week was satisfaction to last us quite a while.
Brian Clarke

We found it!!!

Joe, Doug and Brian and the recovered bike
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Many thanks to Steve Leibovitz for sending this one to our attention. Reprinted from Yahoo News,
September 8, 2010, Article by Andrea Leontioub from LiveScience.com
http://news.yahoo.com/s/livescience/20100908/sc_livescience/destructionofgiantalgaedoughnutthreatenslakemichigan

DESTRUCTION OF GIANT ALGAE DOUGHNUT
THREATENS LAKE MICHIGAN
An invasive species of mussel called quagga has recently begun eating its way through the phytoplankton
population of Lake Michigan, which could have dire effects on the lake's ecosystem, scientists now warn.
"We saw that with each storm, you get a ring, and it can persist for weeks or even months," Kerfoot said.
This doughnut, in turn, feeds the entire lake. Zooplankton, tiny animals that feed on phytoplankton, thrive
and are eaten by large fish, and so on - thus the doughnut helps maintain the entire food web.
But almost as soon as it was discovered, the doughnut - recognized bythe signature of the plants'
chlorophyll pigment that captures sunlight- started to disappear. "Since 2001, the chlorophyll has been
nibbled away on the edges, right where the quaggas are," Kerfoot said.
The quagga is found in all of the Great Lakes; the invasive specieswas introduced by ocean-going vessels
dumping ballast water. Their favorite food is phytoplankton. Hank Vanderploeg, a colleague of Kerfoot's,
calculated that they consume phytoplankton at a rate that's five to seven times greater than the plants are
being produced.
All the energy in the phytoplankton, which once fed fish, is now being sucked down to the bottom of the
lake by quaggas. Their waste can stimulate the growth of Cladophora algae, which die, decompose and
remove all the oxygen from the surrounding water.
Under such conditions, populations of zooplankton will decline,as will the alewives, chubs, Atlantic salmon,
muskies, smelt, walleyes,perch and the rest of the hundred or so species of fish that inhabit Lake Michigan.
"A high percent of the fish biomass could be lost in the next couple years," Kerfoot said.
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BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND

WINE TASTING AND DINNER
Sunday, November 14, 2010
Coopers’ Hawk Winery and Restaurant
583 N. Milwaukee Avenue (Just South of Lake Cook Road)
Wheeling, IL
2:30 PM
We will begin with a wine tasting, sampling 8 different wines – one sparkling,
three whites, three reds and one dessert wine. You will learn a bit about each
type of wine they are sampling, they are all very good and some outstanding.
They also change the wines from month to month so if you attended one on
your own in October, November will feature different wines.
After the wine tasting for those that would like we will head into the restaurant
at Cooper’s Hawk for dinner. This is a nice way to spend a winter’s day. We
did this twice last year and each time was more popular than the last.
Cost for the wine tasting is $10.00. The dinner portion will be additional and
will depend on what you order, you can visit their website:
http://www.coopershawkwinery.com/ to check out their menu and get
directions if you are unsure of their location.
I need to make reservations for this event so please call me to save yourself a
space at the bar.
TIC: Pam Romund 847-698-5490 or promund@kraft.com
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Underwater pumpkin carving
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Quarry entrance fee is $20.00 per Diver, $10.00 for Non-Divers
(Please - No pets or non-diving children under the age of 12)

The Triton Scuba Club along with the Illinois Council of Skin & Scuba Divers
invite you to join them for a fun filled day of Diving, Picnicking, and
Underwater Pumpkin Carving.
Come enjoy a relaxing day at Haigh Quarry, “The Caribbean of the Midwest.”
Let your imagination run wild - Try your hand at Underwater Pumpkin Carving!
Prizes will be awarded based on the number of votes received from attendees (Divers and Non-Divers
may vote). After carving your pumpkin, simply place on the judging table. Judging will take place at 1:45
P.M.
Pumpkins will be provided courtesy of Haigh Quarry (or bring your own.) If you are going to picnic,
bring a dish to share and your non-alcoholic beverage of choice, we will have plenty of water on hand, hot
dogs and chili with all the fixins. You will need to bring a complete set of dive equipment (rentals are
available. Contact Haigh for reservations.) Also be sure to bring your certification card.
www.haighquarry.com

R
RU
ULLEESS
1) PUMPKIN MUST BE CLEANED BEFORE ENTERING THE WATER. Bring a spoon to scoop out the
inside, and newspaper to set the pumpkin on while cleaning. You might want to bring a container or
baggie to place your seeds in, so that you may take them home and bake them, or feed them to your
backyard wildlife.
2) ALL CARVING MUST BE DONE UNDERWATER. Except for opening the top and cleaning out the
inside.
3) DIVERS MUST REMAIN IN BUDDY TEAMS. Only one prize per pumpkin. Each member of the buddy
team may want to carve his/her own.
4) NO TIME LIMIT. However carving must be completed during one dive.
5) DESIGNS MAY BE DRAWN ON PUMPKIN PRIOR TO THE DIVE. Bring a Sharpie
6) PROPS OR ATTACHMENTS ARE ACCEPTABLE, BUT MUST BE ADDED UNDERWATER.
7) INTERFERING WITH ANOTHER BUDDY TEAMS PUMPKIN(S), WILL RESULT IN
DISQUALIFICATION.
8) WEIGHTS MAY BE PLACED IN THE PUMPKIN TO HOLD IT DOWN.
9) DIVE KNIFE OR ANY OTHER TYPE OF CARVING TOOLS MAY BE USED. Bring whatever you
need.
10) IF YOU PLAN TO ENTER THE CONTEST, YOU MUST HAVE YOUR PUMPKIN(S) ON THE
JUDGING TABLE BY NO LATER THAN 1:30 P.M.
FINAL NOTE: You must take your pumpkin(s) home with you! These are the rules . . . If you want to
change them, we invite you to host the event next year. Then you can make up your own rules, and
the rest of us will be happy to follow them! After the event, photos of all entries will be posted on the
ICSSD website. Organizer – Triton Scuba Club and ICSSD.
If you plan to attend, please contact Pam Romund via e-mail and she will be happy to add your name to
the list. promund@Kraft.com
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9200 Cermak Road, Broadview, IL 60155

Cocktails 6:00 PM

Dinner 7:00 PM

Tickets are $23 before hand and $25 at the door
Please contact Scott Reimer to request tickets
Mobile: (847) 561-2272
Email: streimer1@comcast.net
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A big

Triton THANK YOU!

The following businesses support our organization and we thank them for the generosity.
The next time you stop in mention you are a Triton & personally thank them for their support.

BELOW H20

BERRY DIVE CENTER

2950 Ogden Avenue
Aurora IL 60504
630-820-2531

3042 N. Milwaukee
Northbrook, IL
847-358-3848

CHICAGOLAND SCUBA

DD DIVE SHOP

732 S. Rand Road
Lake Zurich, IL 60047
847-540-7211

1039 Waukegan Road
Glenview, IL 60025
847-657-3483

DJ’S SCUBA LOCKER

ENTERPRISE MARINE

7840 W. Ogden, Suite #9
Lyons, IL 60534
708-442-4388

420 Michael Court
Des Plaines, IL 60016
847-640-8113

HAIGH QUARRY

PEARL LAKE RESORT

2738 E 2000 North Road
Kankakee, IL 60901
815-939-7797

Highway 251
South Beloit, IL 61080
815-389-1479

PIRATE’S COVE DIVING

SCUBA EMPORIUM

1103 West Oklahoma Avenue
Milwaukee, WI 53215
414-482-1430

16336 S. 104th Avenue
Orland Park, IL 60467
708-226-1614

SCUBA SYSTEMS

SEA LION DIVE CENTER

3919 Oakton
Skokie, IL 60076
847-674-0222

1158 Lake Street
Hanover Park, IL 60107
630-289-1680

TOUCAN DIVE CENTER

UNDERSEAS SCUBA CENTER

756 Frontage Road
Lake Villa, IL 60046
847-356-7826

611 N. Addison Avenue
Villa Park, IL 60181
630-833-8383
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Saturday, November 27, 2010
Times and other details TBA
TIC: Scott Reimer
Mobile: (847) 561-2272
Email: streimer1@comcast.net
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The Tritons
FOUNDED IN 1957
P. O. Box 1025
Des Plaines, IL 60017-1025
September, 2010

Triton DIVE LINE:

847-394-0975

www.TheTritons.com
DAN Sponsor -# 29362

2009 Illinois Council Club of the Year
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Presentation: MALDIVES EVENING
Video from Jim and Pat Stayer
Out of the Blue Productions

See you September 28, 2010 at

Giuseppe's
1062 Lee St Des Plaines, IL (847) 824-4230
The restaurant is situated on Lee Street, north of Algonquin
and south of Northwest Highway
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